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Choose the Pacific Northwest for Retirement, 2nd: Retirement Discoveries for Every Budget (Choose Retirement Series)
[Richard K. Harris, John Howells] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Travel, investment, and
living opportunities for every budget.

An ancient spiritual maxim says,? Find God in all things.? Jan Boys is one of those rare people who does. This
engaging book about her travels geographical and spiritual invites us to think about our personal travels and
reminds us that in the complexity of nature we can see the simplicity of God.? Are you seeking God? Do you
long for greater significance and purpose in your journeys? Be prepared to find the Lord within its pages, and
then listen for the still small voice of God. While standing on a bridge over a turbulent river with shifting
currents and swirling whirlpools, most people stop for a few moments, glance down, and see only water
rushing below. On the other hand,? Jan stood on the bridge over the waters of Deception Pass in Washington
State for fifteen minutes or more, studied the turbulent scene, and then wrote about God? Picking a Path
Through Turbulence? An Emmaus Journey to the Pacific Northwest. This series of reflections -- a bit of
travelogue and treasure hunt -- is drawn from the sights, sounds, and events of the Boys? I create word
pictures of places and events from our trips, describe how they relate to life, then listen and search for the
presence of God.? While dry camping and enjoying the desert? A sampling of the twenty-five reflections from
the desert to the redwood forest, from the mountains to the ocean shore includes: Finding God in the Desert?
Rio Rancho, New Mexico????? Our Pilgrimage of Prayer? The Grotto, Portland, Oregon????? On Waves and
White Noise? Riding the Hiawatha Bike Trail????? Never Forget Your Dreams? Helens Revisited Jan
describes this as? She sees more than the sight or event itself. God uses it as a teaching tool, a parable to speak
to Jan? Use these reflections and stories to hear the whisperings of God as Jan did. Use them as a travel guide.
Visit the same places yourself, look around with new eyes, and see what God reveals to you. Use them as a
steppingstone to enable you to find your own sense of purpose and ways to leave a legacy. Jan encourages all
of us. We are pilgrims on a journey to our heavenly home. In all your own wanderings and experiences, travel
with the Lord, look for Him in the everyday stuff of life, and listen for the still small voice of God. Providing
information on 60 of the communities that are most rich in amenities across North America, this handy
sourcebook guides retirees toward outstanding places to spend their golden years. Betty Jane Kimpton
Language: Quoting Betty Jane Kimpton, 84 years of age, There is so much to live for and to be thankful for
without looking on the dark side of life and the many ailments that come in our senior years. She is a person
who enjoys making humor out of most situations and finds any subject to be a topic on which to pen a poem.
Any word or subject is bait for one so apt to write poetry. It is with this thought in mind that this book has
been written with the hope that others may enjoy fictional situations that can occur in any residence such as a
retirement home or elsewhere. Her past vocations have been that of a grade school student writing poetry, a
high school student writing drama that was acted out there, composing both poetry and music as the situations
came up, a nurse, a wife and mother of three sons, a secretary, a you name it as she calls it. When asked what
her vocation is now, she replies, I am a Household Executive! Narration has been made of various incidents
taking place there, both humorous and serious. This has been interspersed with poetry written by the author
and Christian quips that enhance the rendition of life as it has been, is and that which is to come.
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Choose the Pacific Northwest for Retirement, 2nd: Retirement Discoveries for Every Budget (Choose Retirement Series)
by Richard K. Harris () [Richard K. Harris;John Howells] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

See Further Reading at end for links to the other regions compared in the series â€” February 16, â€” The
Pacific Northwest has continued to experience amazing population growth since the end of World War II. But
another demographic segment flocking to the region for its beauty, outdoor recreation, and in many cases, to
be near their adult children, is the huge baby boomer group. In this article we will compare and contrast these
2 vital states, Oregon and Washington. Population and income data is from American Fact Finder-U. A Few
Facts Washington is the more populous of the 2 states. It had a population of just under 4. Washington has a
younger makeup than Oregon â€” Economics and Home Prices. Oregon and Washington were not hit as hard
by the housing meltdown as many other states were. Seattle skyline Cost of Living The Numbeo. Since the
Index for New York City is , that means both cities are less expensive than the Big Apple, with it being
cheaper to live in Portland. Climate Being close to the same latitude, Washington and Oregon tend to have
similar climates. The actual biggest differences are the very wet coastal sections of these states with their
desert-like eastern reaches. In Washington the western side of the Olympic Peninsula receives as much as
inches of precipitation annually, making it the wettest area of the 48 lower states and a temperate rainforest.
Mountain ranges include the Olympics in the west and then the Cascades, with the Selkirks in the northeast.
The northeast part of the state tends to have temperature extremes; hot in summer and cold in winter. In
Seattle the temperature is quite moderate â€” the average high is 46 in January and 76 in August. Over in
Oregon the situation is much the same. The western portion is very wet in winter and spring, dry in summer.
The eastern two thirds of Oregon have cold, snowy winters and very dry summers; much of it is semiarid to
arid. Most of the population lives in the Willamette Valley, which is considered a mild climate for its latitude.
Tax Environment Comparison Both states have reason to be considered tax friendly. Washington is one of the
few states not to have an income tax. The sales tax is 6. In Oregon the reverse is true: Oregon exempts social
security and some pension income from state income tax. Oregon seems to treat capital gains as regular
income. Both states offer senior property tax exemptions to those with lower incomes. The data below is from
the Tax Foundation and Tax-Rates. For more detail about taxation and other information about each state see
our mini State Retirement Guides.
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Choose the Pacific Northwest for Retirement: Information for Travel, Retirement, Investment, and Affordable Living by
John Howells, Richard Harris This is the comprehensive guide to have if considering retirement in the Pacific Northwest.

You get a walkable downtown with great public transportation. Many apartments and homes overlook harbors,
lakes, parks, and mountains. Great boating, skiing, hiking are all at your doorstep, as are many cultural
programs. Opportunities of every description for paid work or volunteering are all around you. Seattle
population , draws in retirees who are looking for a bustling and diverse community. As a magnet for young
people average age here is 36 it has a youthful flair that helps keep people young. Originally a pioneer outpost,
the Yukon Gold Rush transformed Seattle into a major city. It is the commercial hub of the Pacific Northwest.
Washington State retirement guide. Here are our reviews of Bellingham and Walla Walla Where to Retire in
Seattle and Home Prices There are many neighborhoods in the city for retirees - old and new, stand alone
houses or apartments. If you are thinking of moving to Seattle you would probably want to visit or rent here
first to get a feel for the many different neighborhoods. In the suburbs there are many developments to choose
from. There are active adult communities to choose from see link at top right. Local economy is driven by Big
business, Tourism, Services. The Emerald City has a large tax base with large employers such as Boeing and
Microsoft in the area. Winters tend to be wet and dark, and summers are beautiful with long, long days. The
Seattle Symphony is in the Benaroya Hall. There are 13 professional theater companies and scores of amateur
productions. The University of Washington also has a major cultural impact on the region. The Seattle Public
Library is outstanding and a popular tourist attraction. The crime rate is well above average in Seattle.
Transportation Seattle-Tacoma Airport is one of the busiest airports in the country. Amtrak has a major station
here. The trolleys and buses of Metro Transit provide excellent public transportation around town. The state
ferry system has an extensive network.
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Choose The Pacific Northwest Retirem 2nd Edition by John Howells available in Trade Paperback on
www.nxgvision.com, also read synopsis and reviews. Retirement can be a time of growth, or adventure, or complete and
utter relaxation.

Moving is expensive and rather stressful, so naturally, the goal is to find a nice community to settle down to
enjoy life, hobbies, and time with family or friends. By taking them into account you can make the best choice
for yourself and look forward to a bright retirement. Cost Of Living This is a big consideration. Before you
start scouting out places, have a serious look at your budget. This is different for every person. Nearby shops,
a doctor and a dentist are pretty standard, but what else do you need at hand? Perhaps having a community
center, a golf course, or a place of worship nearby is important to you. Think about how you like to spend your
days, and choose a place that has everything you need and easily accessible to make your life comfortable.
Climate Climate is an important consideration, and one which is often overlooked. Cost of Retirement in the
Philippines If you love hot weather and like to relax on the beach, the Pacific Northwest is not the ideal choice
for you, but California might be perfect. On the other hand, if you love seasonal weather and are comfortable
with cold winters, New Hampshire is a better choice than Florida. Proximity To Family and Friends If you are
close with your family, staying near them might be an important part of your decision. Often as we get older,
we need our family around us not only for support but so we can share in their lives, too. Likewise, if you
have a close support network of friends you might like to consider staying within easy reach of them so you
are not cut off from your nearest and dearest. Health Care Health care is important at any age, but especially as
we grow older. Before you move to a place, check out the doctors, dentists, and emergency clinics and
hospitals in the area. Find out what kind of facilities are available for example specialist diabetic clinics if you
need them, or podiatry or cardiac care, or anything else you need. Taxes The taxes in each area can make a
real difference to your life. Do a little research about taxes in your proposed new home. You might like to look
at: Sales tax, property tax, inheritance tax, vehicle tax, income tax, and taxes on gas, alcohol, tobacco and
travel. In some cases, higher taxes also means great public facilities. However, taxes will make a difference in
your budget, so find out about them before you make a decision. You might not need it every day but reliable
transportation will undoubtedly come into play at some point. Start by looking at public transport around the
area. Look at out of state travel, too. How easy will it be for you to go on a vacation? How about if friends or
family come to stay â€” can they get to your new destination easily? Check out bus stations, rail stations and
airports nearby. Political Climate Political climate can make a real difference to how well you settle into your
new home. Being with people who share your values makes you feel like you belong and eases the transition
into your new town or city. Finding the perfect place to retire is an exciting time. When you find a place that is
a good fit, you can look forward to settling in and enjoying a new phase of life.
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Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Available at major bookstores and online. More Retirement Communities Books: The classic and one of the
best, if not the best, on retirement places. A new retirement communities book about retirees moving trends.
Ford, 50 years as a free-lance writer, has written numerous retirement books. Some of his books are dated and
can be found on Amazon at very cheap prices, but still provide excellent timeless information. I highly
recommend his many books for an enjoyable read. Available at online bookstores or through his website at
www. Robert Butler, Pulitzer prize-winning author of "Why Survive. A quote she uses from George Burns:
Gee, at 65 I still had pimples. Also, "Real Estate Boomers and Beyond: Gilbert Guides, guidebooks on many
subjects of senior interest. More active than ever, he is a lifelong athlete and firm believer in physical fitness
and, I believe, an inspiration to all over Highly recommended book on how to deal with longer and healthier
lives by those who have been there. Chess - Beginners can obtain a copy of "Bobby Fisher Teaches Chess" by one of the greatest chess players. Newest numbers mind game: Crossword puzzles Scrabble www. See their
Special Reports. See their Fab 50 communities list. This list is not all "over 55" communities, however, but
still interesting for areas in the South and Southeast. Not so big as to be overwhelming.
Chapter 6 : RDH Investment Group | Home
Choose the Pacific Northwest for Retirement has 4 ratings and 0 reviews. This is the comprehensive guide to have if
considering retirement in the Pacific.

Chapter 7 : | Coastal Living
This thoroughly revised guide provides retirees detailed information about settling or vacationing in the Pacific
Northwest, from real estate and health care to cultural opportunities and cost of living.

Chapter 8 : The 5 Best Places to Retire in Oregon | Investopedia
February 16, â€” The Pacific Northwest has continued to experience amazing population growth since the end of World
War II. Oregon's population, for example, grew by , between and , and almost 2/3 of that was net in-migration.

Chapter 9 : John Howells | LibraryThing
Buy Choose the Pacific Northwest for Retirement, 2nd: Retirement Discoveries for Every Budget (Choose Retirement
Series) by Richard K. Harris () by (ISBN:) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible
orders.
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